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Abstract

The C2 is a high{end immersive virtual reality environ-
ment that allows 3{dimensional projections of higher di-
mensional objects. It is our intention to make use of
the C2 to explore new statistical graphics applications
based on single, multiple, or sequences of 3{dimensional
projections. We also plan to explore navigation tools for
steering through high{dimensional space, and interac-
tion tools such as brushing and identi�cation of points.

1 Introduction

This paper contains work related to dynamic statisti-
cal graphics and the C2 virtual reality environment. So
far, most applications of dynamic statistical graphics
have involved working with 2{dimensional display de-
vices. The C2 is a high{end virtual reality environment
that allows direct viewing of 3{dimensional projections
of higher dimensional objects.

It is our intention to make use of the C2 to explore new
statistical graphics applications based on single, multi-
ple, or sequences of 3{dimensional projections. We also
plan to coordinate the use of 3{dimensional navigation
tools and other interactive graphical methodology such
as interactive brushing, painting, and identi�cation of
observations. These methods have been �nessed for the
2{dimensional screen but their realization in a virtual
reality environment may require di�erent approaches.

In Section 2 we will provide an overview on virtual
reality and the C2 in particular. The background to

dynamic statistical graphics methods will be discussed
in Section 3. In Section 4 we will describe our approach
to dynamic statistical graphics in the C2. We �nish this
paper with a discussion of what we have learned about
the environment so far in Section 5 and an outline for
near future work in Section 6.

2 Virtual Reality Overview and

the C2

In this section we will de�ne virtual reality (VR) in gen-
eral and highlight a few aspects of its history. We will
also introduce a particular virtual environment, the C2.

2.1 De�nition of VR

Within the literature, there does not exist a unique
de�nition of the term Virtual Reality, but almost ev-
ery person has a di�erent understanding. In Cruz{
Neira (1993) the following de�nitions are given: \VR is
the body of techniques that apply computation to the
generation of experientially valid realities." (William
Bricken), \Virtual reality is the place where humans
and computers make contact." (Ken Pimentel, Kevin
Teixeira), \VR has to do with the simulation of en-
vironments." (Gregory Newby), \VR provides real{
time viewer{centered head{tracking perspective with a
large angle of view, interactive control and binocular dis-
play." (Daniel Sandin), \Virtual reality refers to immer-
sive, interactive, multi{sensory, viewer{centered, three{
dimensional computer generated environments and the



combination of technologies required to build these en-
vironments." (Carolina Cruz{Neira), \An experience in
which a person is surrounded by a three{dimensional
computer{generated representation and is able to move
around in the virtual world and see it from di�erent an-
gles, to reach into it, grab it, and reshape it." (Howard
Rheingold), \Virtual reality is a media to recreate the
world in which we live and to create illusions of new and
yet unknown worlds." (Anonymous).

In addition, terms such as Arti�cial Reality, Virtual
Environments, and Cyberspace sometimes are used inter-
changeably for VR, while other people make clear dis-
tinctions between each of them.

2.2 A few Aspects of the History of VR

Even though there exist di�erent de�nitions of VR, there
is little doubt that the origin of VR dates back to 1965
when Ivan Sutherland proposed the Ultimate Display
(Sutherland, 1965). In 1968 he also built the Sword
of Damocles which is considered to be the �rst Head
Mounted Display (HMD). It consists of two cathode ray
tubes that are mounted alongside each of the user's ears
and additional hardware that is suspended from the ceil-
ing by a mechanical arm to measure the user's head
position and orientation. In 1971 Frederick Brooks de-
veloped the GROPE{II System, which used the ARM,
one of the �rst force{feedback devices. It was not be-
fore 1985 that Thomas Zimmerman designed the Data
Glove, a device that is capable of measuring the degree
to which each of the user's �ngers is bent. Another VR
device, the BOOM was commercialized in 1989 by Fake
Space Labs. It is a small box that contains two cathode
ray tubes which can be viewed through two eye holes.
The box is attached to a mechanical arm that measures
its position and orientation while users move it around
to explore the virtual world.

A brief chronology of further events that inuenced
the development of VR can be found in Cruz{Neira
(1993), a more complete overview can be found in Pi-
mentel and Teixeira (1995).

2.3 The C2

The C2 is a device where the correct projection of the
imagery on large screens creates a VR experience. The
C2 is available at Iowa State University (ISU) at Ames.
Technical details and applications of a VR environment
similar to the C2 can be found in Cruz{Neira et al.
(1992), Cruz{Neira et al. (1993a), Cruz{Neira et al.
(1993b), Cruz{Neira (1995), Roy et al. (1995).

The C2 is a projection{based virtual reality environ-
ment, which uses 3D computer graphics, position track-

ing, and auditory feedback to immerse users in a 3D en-
vironment. It has a oor print of 12�12 feet and a height
of 9 feet. Stereographic images are rear projected onto
three side walls and front projected onto the oor (see
Figure 1). The illusion of 3D is created through the use
of CrystalEyes Stereographics' LCD shutter glasses and
two high{performance Silicon Graphics graphics com-
puters. The glasses are synchronized to the computer
display through infrared emitters alternating the left and
right eye viewpoints at 96 hz. The user's brain, as it
does in the real world, combines the two views into a 3D
stereoscopic image. The position and orientation of the
user's hands and head are determined through the use
of a magnetic based tracker, a cyberglove, and a hand{
held wand. Audio feedback is transmitted to the user
through multiple speakers.

A detailed technical comparison of a VR environ-
ment similar to the C2 with other display devices for
VR such as Cathode Ray Tube (CRT), Binocular{Omni{
Orientation{Monitor (BOOM), and Head Mounted Dis-
play (HMD) can be found in Cruz{Neira et al. (1992).
The C2 is an easy{to{learn, high{resolution VR interface
that is superior to these devices in particular because of
its full �eld{of{view, its visual acuity, and the lack of
intrusion. It requires only very lightweight, unrestric-
tive equipment to be worn that does not make the user
feel uncomfortable. Moreover, the C2 allows multiple
viewers to enter the C2 and share the same virtual en-
vironment at the same time to bene�t from the visual
experience. Thus, it is a very helpful tool for collabora-
tive work. It might also be helpful for a new user to join
a guide, i. e., an expert navigator, in the C2 and get in-
troduced to the particular problem before exploring the
virtual environment him/herself.

3 Dynamic Statistical Graphics

Dynamic statistical graphics enables data analysts in all
�elds to carry out visual investigations leading to insights
into relationships in complex data. Dynamic statistical
graphics involves methods for viewing data in the form
of point clouds or modeled surfaces. Higher dimensional
data can be projected into 1{, 2{ or 3{dimensional planes
in a set of multiple views or as a continuous sequence
of views which constitutes motion through the higher
dimensional space containing the data.

There is a strong history of statistical graphics re-
search on developing tools for visualizing relationships
between many variables. Much of this work is docu-
mented in videos available from the American Statisti-
cal Association Statistical Graphics Section Video Lend-
ing Library (http://orion.oac.uci.edu/�rnewcomb/



Figure 1: The C2.

statistics/graphics/graphics.html).

A video clip of the successive stages in a multidi-
mensional scaling algorithm (made by Kruskal, 1970) is
one of the �rst examples of dynamic statistical graph-
ics. A second example by Chang (1970) shows an inter-
active search for a structured 2{dimensional projection
in 5{dimensions where 3 of the 5 dimensions are noise.
PRIM{9 (Picturing, Rotation, Isolation and Masking in
up to 9{dimensions; Fisherkeller et al. (1974a), Fish-
erkeller et al. (1974b)) is the landmark example of early
dynamic statistical graphics. Projections formed the
fundamental part of the visualization system, and were
complemented with isolation and masking.

We mention these works to place our work in the C2 in
the context of the earliest underpinnings of visualization
of high{dimensional data. A good explanation of the im-
portance of projection as a tool for visualizing structure
in high{dimensional data can be found in Furnas and
Buja (1994).

One major breakthrough in using projections for vi-
sualizing higher dimensions was made by Asimov (1985)
in his work on the grand tour. The grand tour in an
abstract sense shows a viewer all possible projections in

a continuous stream (which could be considered to be
moving planes through p{space). Several possibilities
for \showing all possible projections" were explored in
the original work, but the most successful method to
arise from it is based on interpolating between random
planes. Another common approach to displaying high{
dimensional data can be found in (Becker and Cleveland,
1987) where data is plotted in a matrix of pairwise scat-
terplots (and users can do linked brushing between the
plots which is very powerful). This is also an example
of using projections to display multiple variables: it is a
special set of projections along the coordinate axes.

Since the introduction of PRIM{9 most interactive
and dynamic statistical graphics have been restricted to
display at most 2 dimensions at a time. However, there
have been some approaches to display statistical data
in 3 or more dimensions. Stereo plots and anaglyphs
have been used within statistics by Carr, Little�eld,
and Nicholson (Carr et al., 1983; Carr and Little�eld,
1983; Carr and Nicholson, 1985; Carr et al., 1986). In
particular, anaglyphs can be considered as an impor-
tant means to represent 3{dimensional pictures on at
surfaces. They have been used in a variety of appli-



cation areas such as geometry, chemistry, architecture,
and mining, but found only little use as yet in statis-
tics. Interactive statistical anaglyph programs have been
developed by Symanzik, Hering, and von der Weydt
and obvious advantages of anaglyphs over 2{dimensional
projections relevant for statisticians have been pointed
out in Hering and von der Weydt (1989), Hering and
Symanzik (1992), Symanzik (1992), Symanzik (1993a)
and Symanzik (1993b). Other applications include car-
tographics mappings, spatial statistics, time series, and
growth curves.

To our knowledge, there is only little research done
that combines dynamic statistical graphics and VR, by
researchers at George Mason University. Some basic
ideas have been discussed in Section 6.9 of Wegman and
Carr (1993).

4 Dynamic Statistical Graphics

in the C2

We have begun the work from within the framework of
3{dimensional projections of p{dimensional data, using
as a basis the methods developed and available in XGobi
(Swayne et al., 1991). XGobi uses multiple linked win-
dows to display scatterplots of multiple views of high{
dimensional data. It has interactive and linked brushing,
identi�cation and scaling of the point scatter, and uni-
variate, bivariate, trivariate and tour plot modes. This
approach has a history of development throughout dy-
namic statistical graphics research history, as discussed
in the previous section. The main di�erence is that with
XGobi the user interface is rather like a desktop with
pages of paper whilst the C2 environment is more like
having the whole room at our disposal for the data anal-
ysis. So clearly there will be some applications which
will bene�t greatly from the C2 environment.

The initial implementation contains a 3{dimensional
grand tour (Asimov, 1985; Buja and Asimov, 1986; Buja
et al., 1989; Buja et al., 1996). The basic idea of a
grand tour is that a continuous sequence of projections
is shown to the user. In XGobi the sequence contains
2{dimensional projections of the data, and in the C2 the
projections are 3{dimensional. Although we will see in
the example, that separate views of the data may be
1{, 2{ or 3{dimensional. Continuity of motion allows
the user to mentally make connections between di�erent
views of the data, and taking arbitrary 3{dimensional
projections can expose features of the data not visible in
marginal plots.

In the C2 there are a number of controls (see Figure
2). There is one viewing box, delimited by a wireframe

cube with spheres at the vertices. At some future time
we hope to have multiple viewing boxes but which will
involve invoking more than one data drawing process.
The viewing box can be re{shaped or rotated within the
C2 environment. At the right hand front edge there is
a speed pole so that the user can manually control the
speed of motion during a tour with a gloved hand, visible
as a oating hand and forearm in this image.

In the viewing box is a projection of a data set gener-
ated by placing points at the vertices of a 6{dimensional
cube. The points are painted di�erent colors and glyph
types. The palette of colors available for painting is
shown to the right of the viewing box. There are 4 dif-
ferent symbol types | sphere, cube, pyramid and star
| and the size of the symbol can be changed by using
the resizing pole next to the color palette. There are
two di�erent shapes of brush (not shown) that can be
used | a sphere or a rectangular prism | which can be
resized easily.

Not visible in the picture are variable spheres which
show the contribution to the projection of each variable
and also allow the user to select and deselect variables
from being included in the tour.

Interaction with the control tools is reinforced by
sound feedback.

5 Discussion

The C2 virtual reality environment is remarkably di�er-
ent to the display devices that are commonly available
for data analysis. It extends beyond the small gain of
one more dimension of viewing space, to being a com-
pletely de�ned \real" world space. The temptation is to
grab the objects, and to inch as a point ies into your
nose. The objects surround the viewer so that the en-
vironment encompasses the viewer, inviting interaction
with the data. A large amount of our current work has
been on developing the user interface for dynamic sta-
tistical graphics and this is likely to continue.

One type of data and analysis which may bene�t sub-
stantially from the environment is geographically ref-
erenced data: surfaces in 3{dimensions genuinely can
be seen as such and in relation to other surfaces in
the C2 environment in a manner not possible on a 2{
dimensional computer display.

We need to emphasize that the C2 is a very expensive
conglomeration of equipment, and we are lucky to have
one available to us at Iowa State University, as well as
very experienced personnel to introduce us to its use.
We are taking advantage of this opportunity to explore
what we, as statisticians, might gain from VR for a data
analytic environment. Ultimately VR may become fairly



Figure 2: Example view of the C2 statistical graphics application.



commonly available, so we are hoping to develop tools
for the C2 environment and help to shape the future of
VR to suit our needs as data analysts.

6 Future Work

In the future the following directions of the use of the C2
should be explored for statistical graphics applications:

1. Development of navigation tools that allow us to
keep track of the location of the current projection
in the high{dimensional space, and relative posi-
tions of projections.

2. How much gain in intuition and understanding of
high-dimensional structures do we get by using 3{
dimensional projections over 2{dimensional projec-
tions?

3. Coordinating the use of other tools such as inter-
active brushing, painting, isolation, identi�cation of
data.

4. Displaying several 3{dimensional projections simul-
taneously.

5. Surface visualization, (using slicing or trans-
parency) for density estimation, and curve estima-
tion.

6. User interface issues: connecting interaction de-
vices, and integrating sound.

7. Connecting to high{speed networks and connections
to supercomputing for processing of massive data.
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